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ABSTRACT
A model and a taxonomy to characterize pointer manipulations
are introduced, along with an instrumentation technology that
leverages them to provide students with immediate reports of
pointer errors in C++ programs.   Data collected from CS2
student assignments show that the vast majority of student
pointer errors either would not have been noticed at all, or
would have been detected only much later in execution, if this
infrastructure were not used.  Possible applications of the
underlying technology—both to conduct long-term educa-
tional research into students’ understanding of pointers, and
to improve pedagogy directly—are discussed.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.3.2. [Computer and Information Science Education]: Com-
puter science education, Curriculum.  E.1. [Data Structures]:
Lists, Stacks, and Queues.  D.3.3. [Language Constructs and
Features]: Data types and structures, Dynamic storage man-
agement.

General Terms
Languages, Experimentation.

Keywords
C++, CS2, data structures, linked list, pointers, references.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ask anyone who has taught a course such as CS2, in which
students are learning to use pointers to build linked data
structures: students make plenty of errors with pointers.  Yet
there is no body of research that expressly asks or answers the
question of which errors they make, and why.  Of course,
pointers involve indirection—and this is a hard concept.  But
what are the details of students’ misconceptions about writing
programs that involve pointers?  Which pointer manipulations
do students most readily understand?  Which do they find
most challenging?  Which errors do they most often make with
pointers in their programming assignments?  How do they
debug these programs?  Do they even realize there are bugs?
Instructors now must appeal to personal experience and anec-
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dotal evidence to try to answer such questions, and for guid-
ance about what to emphasize in class and where to focus
student attention.  Is it possible for instructors to better appre-
ciate student understanding and misunderstanding of point-
ers?  As with any question of this kind, the answer is “per-
haps—if only we had some data!”

Our chief objectives are to show how it is possible to collect
such data, and to give a (necessarily short) report interpreting
some data we have obtained from CS2 students.  Specifically:

•  We introduce a model for explaining to students the
execution-time dynamics of C/C++ pointers, and a taxon-
omy for organizing discussion of the correctness issues
that arise from their use.

•  We explain how we have used this model and taxonomy
to give students immediate feedback on pointer errors in
their programming assignments.

•  We describe how we have adapted the instrumentation
used to provide feedback to students so it logs student er-
rors for off-line analyses by the instructor and/or by re-
searchers.

•  We discuss data collected with this infrastructure over
one year (multiple sections per term) of a CS2 course, and
suggest future research studies and pedagogical innova-
tions that it makes possible.

The contributions of the paper lie in all four of the above areas.
The model itself is novel.  It does not purport to explain what
pointers are or exactly how pointers work—either directly, as
in “a pointer is a memory address”, or metaphorically, as in “a
pointer is like an apartment key”.  Rather, it covers an or-
thogonal issue: the need for students to realize that every
manipulation of pointers is either “always safe”, “dangerous”,
or “never safe”.  It does this by defining a reasonably simple
but language-specific finite-state machine (which we discuss
in detail for C/C++) and by classifying its transitions into the
above three categories.  The pointer-instrumentation technique
used is based on checked pointers [5], which uses a qualita-
tively different way to track pointer accesses than had previ-
ously been used (only on non-student code, e.g., [2]).  We
incorporate a few new twists to adapt checked pointers to the
pointer-error model and taxonomy of this paper.  Finally, there
has been previous work on organizing pointer tutorials for
students (e.g., [4]) and test-like assessments of students’ basic
(mis)conceptions about pointers (e.g., [6]).  However, ours
appear to be the first empirical data to be reported about the
actual pointer errors made in student C/C++ programs.

The focus of the paper on C/C++ requires a brief explanation.
It is, practically speaking, partly a product of the fact that C++
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is the delivery vehicle in the introductory courses at the
authors’ institutions.  Though recent reports indicate that C
and C++ are not as popular as Java in introductory CS courses,
they are used in perhaps 25% of CS1 courses [9], and C++
probably accounts for a similar or even larger share of CS2
courses, where most students meet linked data structure im-
plementations.  Industry demand for C and C++ expertise
means that even if introductory CS instruction uses languages
like Java that try to eliminate certain kinds of pointer errors by
providing automatic garbage collection, there remain good
reasons to teach students how to build software in which
automatic garbage collection is not assumed.  Whether this
material arises in CS2 as it does in our institutions and many
others, or in a later course on system software as it does at
most of the remaining ones, the infrastructure described in this
paper can be used. Data (see Section 5) show that failure to
reclaim storage properly is a common error made by students
learning to use pointers.  We conclude that students who learn
how to develop software only with garbage-collected lan-
guages, and then are pressed into service developing C or C++
software on the job, are very likely to mishandle memory.

The paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 introduces the
model and taxonomy, which serves as the basis for providing
students with immediate feedback on pointer errors in their C
or C++ programming assignments.  We discuss only C++;
instructors and students wishing to use C can apply the ideas
and software we describe by using a single included class
template as a substitute for built-in C pointers, and compiling
their otherwise purely-C code with a C++ compiler.  Section 3
briefly describes how checked pointers work in C++ and out-
lines what we changed from the approach used in [5].  Section
4 discusses a few issues that arose during our first year of data
collection, including some non-technical issues raised by the
very act of logging student errors.  Section 5 summarizes some
of the data collected so far.   Finally, Section 6 concludes with
suggestions for long-term empirical research and immediate
instructional innovations made possible by the infrastructure.
Sections 4 and 5 discuss only the version of the software used,
and the data collected, at OSU.  Similar conclusions apply to
the software used, and the data collected, at IUS.

2. MODEL AND TAXONOMY
This section outlines our model for explaining certain aspects
of the execution-time dynamics of C++ pointers, and for clas-
sifying problems that may arise from their use.

2.1 Replacing Built-In C++ Pointers
In C++, it is possible to ensure that only “acceptable” (to the
instructor) uses of pointers will compile.  This prevents certain
classes of errors students might otherwise make.  For example,
we outlaw pointer arithmetic, e.g., using an expression such as
p++ or p+2, though it is legal for built-in C++ pointers.  Rul-
ing out such constructs can be achieved by requiring students
to use a Pointer class template in which only certain opera-
tors are defined [7].  To declare two pointers to int called p
and q, for example, a student simply writes:

Pointer<int> p, q;

rather than:

int *p, *q;

The Pointer template makes public only operators that the
instructor wants students to be able to use, say *, ->, =, ==, and

!=; nothing else will compile.  Figure 1 shows the operators
that are public in our classroom-version Pointer  template,
which is used throughout this paper and is available for down-
load at http://www.cse.ohio-state.edu/sce/SIGCSE2007.  Here,
p and q are variables of type Pointer<T> for the same parame-
ter type T; or q may be the constant NULL.  It is technically
possible to override new and delete to retain all the syntax of
built-in C++ pointers except declaration; or, to provide
slightly different syntax for some operators (such as the Pas-
cal-like syntax of New and Delete shown in Figure 1).  We
have tried both approaches to syntax at our institutions and
have seen no apparent impact on student behavior.  On the
other hand, we have kept the semantics of built-in C++ point-
ers, warts and all, on the grounds that students should be aware
of the problems that can arise from using language-supplied
pointers.

Figure 1: Allowable Pointer<T> Operations

So, as with any version of pointers, plenty of code that will
compile with this approach can still be wrong.  Using some of
the operators under certain conditions is an error that a com-
piler, in general, cannot detect, and that typical C++ compilers
do not report even when technically they might do so with a
sophisticated static analysis.  Such errors include dereferenc-
ing a null pointer, dereferencing a pointer that has been de-
leted, creating a memory leak by allowing the last pointer to a
block of memory to leave scope, etc.  Fortunately, as explained
in [5] and discussed further in Section 3, the Pointer tem-
plate can be implemented in a way that (almost) every such
error can be detected and reported immediately at the point
during program execution where it occurs.  By contrast, most
errors with built-in C++ pointers—indeed, all such errors
except dereferencing a null pointer—might not be manifested
through observably anomalous behavior during program
testing.  Even if they are manifested eventually, this might not
happen until execution is far beyond the point where the
pointer error actually occurred.  And even then, there might be
only a cryptic system-level error message such as “bus error”
or “segmentation fault” that offers no help for debugging.

2.2 Abstract Pointer States and Transitions
The model in this paper has a slightly different purpose than
the traditional explanatory devices for pointers.  It abstracts
the actual value of a pointer (i.e., now Pointer) vari-
able—which could be any one of millions or billions of mem-
ory addresses—into one of a small set of states.  This simplifi-
cation implies that the model cannot be used to reason in full
detail about what happens during execution of a program that
uses pointers.  So, regardless of whether an instructor uses our
model, completeness demands that he/she still adopt a tradi-
tional explanation of pointer details, e.g., the direct version
that a pointer variable’s value is a memory address.  The four
states of a pointer variable in the  simplified model are:

•  Alive — the variable refers to memory that the storage
management system has given to the program, i.e., the
program “owns” that memory;

Unary Binary

New(p);

Delete(p);

*p

p->...

p = q (assignment and copy constructor)
p == q

p != q
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•  Dead — the variable refers to memory that the storage
management system has never given to the program or has
reclaimed from it, i.e., the program does not “own” that
memory;

•  Null — the variable refers to no memory location at all.

•  Out of scope — the variable is not in scope.

Figure 2 and an accompanying discussion in class help stu-
dents understand the model.  The diagram shows the states that
a single pointer variable, say p , can be in; and the various
transitions it might undergo via the allowable operators:

•  “declare” means the variable p is being declared;

•  “}” means the variable p is leaving the scope in which i t
was declared;

•  “*” means the variable p  is being dereferenced, using
either * or ->;

•  “NULL” means the variable p is being assigned the con-
stant NULL;

•  “New” and “Delete” are obvious.

Figure 2: C++ State Machine and Taxonomy of Transitions

An exhaustive analysis reveals that there are exactly two other
ways that a pointer variable p can change state via the opera-
tors in Figure 1: one obvious and the other subtle.  Both arise
from creating aliases.  First, a variable p that is in scope can be
assigned a pointer q that is in a different state, in which case
the state of p changes to the state of q.  For example, if p is in
state Null and q is in state Alive, then after p = q;, p is also in
state Alive.  None of these six obvious transitions is shown in
Figure 2.  Second, if p is Alive and is aliased to another pointer
q  that transitions from Alive to Dead, then p also becomes
Dead.  This is the only spontaneous transition, i.e., the only
possible change to the state of p that can occur as the result of
a statement that does not syntactically mention p; it captures
an interesting effect of aliasing.  This transition is shown as an
unlabelled double-line arrow to notify students that it is pos-
sible, and that they must beware of it.

Of course the other binary operators, which test equality and
inequality of pointers, do not cause any state changes.

2.3 Taxonomy of Transitions
This model for explaining pointer states and transitions al-
lows the classification of every manipulation of a pointer as
“always safe” (i.e., “good”), “dangerous”, or “never safe” (i.e.,
“bad”).  Fortunately, as summarized in Figure 2, many transi-
tions are always safe.  A few are never safe, though of course
they will compile: dereferencing a pointer that is Null, and
dereferencing or deleting a Dead pointer.

The remaining transitions are “dangerous”, in the sense that
they may or may not result in memory leaks.  If a pointer vari-
able p is Alive and it leaves scope, then whether there is a
memory leak depends on whether the memory referenced by p
is also reachable via another Alive pointer that is aliased to p;
similarly for the statements New(p); and p = NULL; in the
same situation.  That such a highly abstracted model of pointer
behavior fails to predict, for sure, whether a memory leak will
result from these transitions is a consequence of the fact that i t
abstracts away actual memory addresses.  So, there is a trade-
off between the model’s completeness, or predictive power,
and ease of reasoning.  The model’s simplicity helps a student
(or, potentially, a static analysis tool) identify possible trou-
ble spots in a program without demanding detailed reasoning
about actual pointer values. Yet, as Section 3 explains, it pro-
vides the ability to immediately detect, report, and log at run-
time transitions that are never safe, as well as dangerous ones
that turn out actually to cause memory leaks.

Note that the corresponding finite-state machine for Java in
Figure 3 is substantially simpler than the one for C++, having
but one transition that is never safe and none that are either
dangerous or spontaneous.  Because there is no explicit stor-
age reclamation in Java (i.e., no “Delete” transition) and no
Dead state, life is much simpler for the student—and for the
professional programmer who is willing to put up with the
unpredictable performance of garbage collection.  This i s
precisely why students who have learned how to use Java
references to implement linked data structures must not  be
expected to do so competently in a non-garbage-collected
language like C++, without further education and practice.

Figure 3: State Machine for Java References

3. CHECKED POINTERS
The Pointer  template we use is based directly on checked
pointers as described in [5].  It supports the operations in
Figure 1, and reports at run-time immediately, upon occur-
rence, every “never safe” transition and (almost) every “dan-
gerous” transition that actually leaks memory.  In addition, the

NULL

declare

New
New *

Out of

scope

Alive Null

}

}

NULL

*

Always safe Never safe

declare

New

New
New

Delete

Delete

NULL

NULL

*

*

Out of

scope

Alive Null

Dead

Delete

}

}

}

NULL

*

Always safe

Dangerous

Never safe

Spontaneous
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template checks and reports whenever a Dead pointer variable
is compared using operator == or operator !=.  With respect to
implementation of the Pointer template, interested readers
can consult [5] for details and/or download our code.

The qualifier “almost” in the paragraph above is the result of
using reference counting to identify memory leaks—an exten-
sion to the approach used in [5].  If a reference count for some
memory block reaches zero, then there really is no way to
access it.  However, it is possible to construct circularly linked
structures in which blocks of memory are inaccessible yet
where all those blocks have positive reference counts: they
point to each other.  Like [1] and [5], we do not try to detect
memory leaks of this sort upon occurrence, but instead wait
until the end of the program and report all memory that has
been allocated but not yet deallocated.  In other words, any
memory leak reported by our checked pointers is truly a leak,
but not all leaks are immediately reported.  Whether this has
practical importance depends on how likely students are to
write code that creates defective circularly linked data struc-
tures, either on purpose or by accident; and this, in turn, de-
pends on the assignments made by the instructor.

Though details are beyond the scope of this paper, we observe
that the above-mentioned ideas underlying checked pointers
limit one neither to the small set of instructor-approved opera-
tors discussed in Section 2.1 nor to student programs.  An
industrial-strength version of checked pointers we have de-
veloped as part of a related research project delivers run-time
checking for the normal functionality of regular C++ pointers.
To work with code from the wild, we use a TXL program [3] to
transform automatically an original C++ source program into
code that uses checked pointers, in the process handling dy-
namic arrays, pointer arithmetic, and casting to checked point-
ers of different types (including void pointers).  In addition,
this version of checked pointers is thread-safe (at least, as safe
as the original program).

4. LOGGING AND ASSOCIATED ISSUES
When a student program generates a pointer error at run-time,
the code of the Pointer template first reports to the student
the nature of the error (e.g., “Deleting dead pointer”) and pro-
duces a call trace to help in debugging.  The code then writes
to a central log file all this information, plus the time of the
error (accurate to the second), the student’s encrypted login
name, the name of the program the student was executing, the
command the student used to run the program, and the total
number of calls executed by the program.  Finally, the code
uses a C++ abort call to quit the program.

At OSU, students do their programming assignments in the
introductory courses using department computers, which are
servers that they can access from dedicated labs or via the
internet.  The centralized nature of this facility helped simplify
logging at OSU, but it is not essential if it can be assumed that
students have internet connectivity over which error reports
can be sent from the student’s computer to a central site.  Error-
logging functionality can thereby be provided at the cost of
some additional code that might vary according to the institu-
tion’s local circumstances.

We also faced some technical questions when interpreting
preliminary log data.   For example, we discovered a situation
in which one student experienced the same error some thirty
times in a row, at approximately one-second intervals.  This
could happen if the student ran a script as part of the testing

process.  Therefore, we decided to count—not while logging
but while processing log data off-line—only the first of a
series of closely spaced errors by the same student, and to
ignore any error by that student within 10 seconds of the
previous one.  Based on our observations of students in closed
lab situations and on our own attempts to make a simple
change in a program and then re-compile and re-run it as
quickly as possible, at least this much time must elapse be-
tween successive legitimate error records.  It makes sense to
consider the first error as a “true” error and the remainder as
spurious.

The most important non-technical issue we faced was a conse-
quence of our mere intent to use logged data in research to be
reported to the CS education community.  This meant that an
institutionally-approved human subjects protocol was re-
quired before data collection could even begin [8].  If we had
decided to use the error logs only for local instructional pur-
poses (e.g., to identify for special attention students having
the most trouble on their programming assignments), then no
such requirement would have been imposed.

Our approved protocol included a plan for collecting baseline
data without the students’ knowledge: a “deception” of the
students, in the parlance of such protocols.  The reason is that
we did not want to preclude being able to study later whether
the fact that students know that their errors are being logged
might affect their behavior.  However, even without a decep-
tion, an approved protocol is required for such research.

It also is essential to maintain confidentiality so individual
students are not identifiable from any data that could be pub-
lished.  We did not want to preclude longitudinal studies of
individual student behavior.  Hence, our logging software
records encrypted student login names, so if a log file were
inadvertently compromised there would be no way for anyone
to connect an error record with a particular student.  Moreover,
only one of the investigators at each institution even has
“read” permission for the data log files, in order to further
limit the likelihood of such a security breach.  These provi-
sions proved acceptable to our Institutional Review Boards.

5. DATA SUMMARY
We logged all student pointer errors at OSU over a one-year
period, then filtered the data as explained in Section 4, and
also limited the focus to students doing assignments for CS2.
Three programming assignments were involved: a closed lab
(done in pairs) to implement a stack class, given a queue class
as a model; and two open labs (done individually) to imple-
ment a singly linked list class and a doubly linked list class.
We logged 2765 pointer errors made by 139 distinct students.

Figure 4 lists each possible error message seen by these stu-
dents, along with two pieces of information for each: the per-
centage of students making at least one error overall (i.e., 139)
who made that particular error at least once, and the percentage
of all errors (i.e., 2765) accounted for by that particular error.

Observations from the data highlighted in Figure 4 are:

•  About 5/6 of all errors (i.e., all except dereferencing a null
pointer) might not have been detected at all without
checked pointers; and if they appeared, they would have
resulted in later mysterious behavior of the program
rather than straightforward error messages.

•  Most students who made any error created a memory leak.
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•  Most students who made any errors at all dereferenced a
dead pointer (far more than dereferenced a null pointer);
indeed, a third of all errors were of this kind.

•  Some errors apparently were easier than other errors for
students to correct.  Many students made some kinds of
errors at least once, yet these errors still account for a rela-
tively small fraction of all errors.

Error
Students
Making
Error

Percent-
age of All

Errors

Creating memory leak by
pointer leaving scope 74% 21%

Creating memory leak by using
= (i.e., assignment) 61% 18%

Creating memory leak by using
= NULL (i.e., assignment) 4% 1%

Creating memory leak by using
New 1% 0%

Deleting dead pointer
19% 2%

Dereferencing dead pointer by
using * or -> 70% 33%

Dereferencing null pointer by
using * or -> 57% 16%

Using dead pointer with != (i.e.,
inequality checking) 30% 5%

Using dead pointer with !=
NULL (i.e., inequality checking) 10% 1%

Using dead pointer with == (i.e.,
equality checking) 13% 2%

Using dead pointer with ==
NULL (i.e., equality checking) 9% 1%

Figure 4: Results of Off-line Data Analysis

6. CONCLUSION
The answer to the title question is unequivocally: “all of
them!”  But, of course, it is helpful for an instructor to know
more detail about student difficulties.  The infrastructure
described in this paper can support long-term empirical stud-
ies to help provide this detail.  Some possible questions in-
clude, e.g., investigations of conceptual errors vs. technical
ones, examination of the value of pictures such as Figure 2 to
explain the model, etc.  Other studies are suggested by data in
Figure 4.  For example, consider the first bullet point above.
As instructors, we have little doubt that immediate detection
and reporting of pointer errors facilitates student debugging
as compared to built-in C++ pointers.  This claim could be
tested by building multiple versions of checked pointers that
provide different error diagnostics to students, while still
logging all the data of the current version.  One version could
allow the program to continue after every error to perform
exactly like built-in C++ pointers, providing a control group
for the study.  Another version could report each error upon
detection and stop the program, but always with the same
general message such as “pointer error”.  Another version
could provide detailed error messages as shown in Figure 4.
Some questions to be answered include: How does student
debugging behavior differ under such circumstances?  Do

students end up making significantly fewer total errors when
presented with immediate error detection, and/or when given
detailed error messages?

Pedagogical innovations are also facilitated.  The infrastruc-
ture could be adapted to alert the instructor to students who
are making many pointer errors, to those who are making a
single error many times in a short period, etc.  Such students
could be singled out for special attention. Or, an instructor
could bring to class a  chart showing how many students made
each type of error while doing the previous assignment, and
call on students to explain the circumstances that led to errors
of certain kinds.  There are many creative ways in which error
data—now, of course, with logging not concealed from stu-
dents—could be used to focus classroom and/or individual
attention on problems students are actually having, rather than
on problems the instructor might have expected them to have.
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